Industrial duct tape you can depend on
Like every good sports team needs an all-rounder, your tool box too can benefit from
a MVP. Duct tape is designed to help you overcome a wide variety of maintenance
challenges, but not all products are created equal.
The top draft pick? Many industrial facilities rely on 3M DT Series Duct Tapes.

Duct tape with tough, trusted performance that can handle 90% of your
projects.
When choosing an industrial duct tape, you need a product you can depend on. It
must be consistently versatile and tough, whether you’re creating a seal around
insulation and ductwork, hanging drapes, or splicing insulation.
Like a reliable team player, 3M DT Series Duct Tapes are designed to swing into
action when you need it the most around your industrial facility. They come with a full
range of strengths to tackle most jobs.

Where to use industrial duct tape.
Like any good coach, you want to utilize your best player’s strengths. You know your
duct tape is strong, but you may be surprised how adaptable it truly is.
Here are the rolls you always want to keep on hand.
The 3M™ All Purpose Duct Tape DT8 is the most stretchable of 3M’s duct tapes. Its
unique design offers high instant adhesion coupled with maximum conformability.
Great for contoured surfaces and quick labeling, poly abatement, quick repairs, and
fast attachments.
The 3M™ Heavy Duty Duct Tape DT11 has high holding power for demanding jobs. It
offers a long-lasting, moisture-resistant seal in many containment situations, such as
attaching heavy poly draping and pipe capping. Sticks immediately and stays on
irregular surfaces without lifting-even on plastics.
The 3M™ Super Duty Duct Tape DT17 has Ultra-thick, water-resistant backing and
resists wear and abrasion yet tears easily by hand. It’s aggressive, natural rubber
adhesive grips instantly to a variety of surfaces including metal, glass, plastic and
sealed concrete. Excellent for repairing, seaming and protecting metal parts and
surfaces.

Three tapes in three strengths to tackle the bulk of your everyday duct
taping tasks.

